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Abstract—Machine to machine (M2M) communications is one
of the key underpinning technologies for Internet of Things
(IoT) applications in 5G networks. The large scale of M2M
devices imposes challenge on conventional medium access control
protocols. In this paper, we propose a reinforcement learning (RL)
based duty cycle control for dominant short-range technology
IEEE 802.15.4 to provide high performance and reliable M2M
communication. We first model a practical multi-hop M2M com-
munication network that takes various network dynamics into
consideration. Then, we mathematically derive the distributed
optimal duty cycle control policy to optimise the energy efficiency,
end-to-end delay and transmission reliability. Finally, a RL
based practical duty cycle control is developed to learn the
optimal policy directly without priori network information, which
contributes to the smart duty cycle control under various network
dynamics. Simulation results show that the proposed RL based
duty cycle control achieves the best balance between optimality
and stability, compared with the optimal and the existing IEEE
802.15.4 duty cycle controls.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the fast development of Internet of Things (IoT)
applications, machine to machine (M2M) communications are
considered to add value to the emerging 5G networks [1].
However, it also impose challenge for medium access control
protocols to provide high performance and reliable M2M com-
munications [2]. To accommodate millions of M2M devices,
a hybrid M2M communication architecture is proposed to
support M2M communications in 5G networks by European
Telecommunications Standards Institute [3]. In the proposed
hybrid architecture, M2M gateways act as traffic aggregation
and protocol translation points between M2M networks and
LTE networks [4]. As the massive access of M2M devices is
ensured via M2M gateways, smart access controls for M2M
gateways and routers are necessary to ensure the network
performance in terms of the energy efficiency, end-to-end delay
and transmission reliability.

The dominant short-range technology IEEE 802.15.4 in
M2M networks improves the energy efficiency by applying
duty cycle [5]. However, the duty cycle introduces delay as the
sender may have to wait until the receiver becomes active [6].
This problem is even severe in multi-hop networks as it will
accumulate hop by hop. What’s more, the uniform duty cycle
with centralised control in current standard may not meet the
various requirements of applications and devices. In addition,
it is difficult or impossible for M2M gateways/routers to obtain
the perfect network information, such as current traffic, specific
application requirements and device capability of each device
in practical environments.

Some existing work [7]–[10] focus on delay and energy

efficiency for duty cycle based MAC protocols. The delay
reduction in [7] and [8] is achieved by adjusting sleep/active
schedules. However, the uniformed duty cycle control for all
devices is not flexible when devices generate time-varying
traffic. In addition, contention reports, piggyback flags or mod-
ifications of the packet header are needed for these controls.
Distributed duty cycle controls for multi-hop networks are
proposed in [9] and [10]. The end-to-end delay is guaranteed
by assigning a local delay requirement to each single hop.
Then a distributed feedback controller is designed to adapt
sleep intervals to meet the local single-hop delay require-
ment. However, this approach requires significant amount of
signalling from the neighbour devices to compute the delay.
To address the non-perfect information problem, reinforcement
learning (RL) is employed in [11]–[13] to learn the behaviours
of devices and the change of networks. However, there is
a lack of theoretical support about the performance of the
learned duty cycle control. More recently, an adaptive optimal
duty-cycle algorithm is proposed with the aim of minimising
energy consumption while meeting the reliability and delay
requirements [14]. However, the theoretical analysis of this
algorithm is based on non-beacon-enabled mode.

In our previous work [15], [16], we focus on low com-
plexity duty cycle controls with perfect network information to
optimise the reliability, delay and energy efficiency for IEEE
802.15.4 multi-hop networks. To further extent our work in
more practical secnarios, we develop a RL based duty cycle
control for M2M networks with unavailable network informa-
tion, various network dynamics, and time-varying traffics in
this paper.

The contributions of the paper are summarised as follows.
First, we model a multi-hop M2M network where various
network dynamics, including dynamic traffic generation, dif-
ferent application requirements and device capabilities are
taken into consideration. Secondly, we formulate a distributed
duty cycle control problem for M2M gateways and routers in
IEEE 802.15.4 M2M networks. The gateways and routers will
decide their own duty cycle locally with the aim of optimising
the transmission reliability, energy efficiency and end-to-end
delay. Thirdly, we derive the optimal duty cycle control policy
by applying Dynamic Programming(DP) technique. Last but
not least, a RL duty cycle control is developed to learn the
optimal policy directly without priori network information.
Specifically, the developed RL duty cycle control is based on
Q-learning, a well known model-free RL technique, which also
contribute to the balance between optimality and stability.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In
section II, we give the system model and the background
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of IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol. Problem formulation is
given in Section III. In section IV the derived optimal policy
and the proposed Q-learning based duty cycle are presented.
Simulation results and conclusion are given in section V and
section VI, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

It has been shown in [17] that the cluster-tree based
networks have better performance and scalability compared
to the flat networks. Thus, we focus on the hybrid networks
with cluster-tree based M2M networks, as shown in Fig 1.
The M2M gateways, routers and end-devices are three types
of devices in the network. There is one M2M gateway within
each sub-network, the devices that can participate in multi-
hop routing are referred to as routers. The devices that do
not participate in routing are referred to as end-devices. The
routers forward the packets generated in the capillary network
to the M2M gateway, which then forward the collected packets
to cellular base station.

Cellular Network

Base Station

Gateway

 Router

M2M Device

Cellular Link

802.15.4 Link

Fig. 1: Network Model.

We describe the network in levels which is defined by the
number of hops the device needs to reach the cellular base
station. The level of devices ni is denoted as lni

. For each
M2M capillary network, the M2M gateway n0 is at level-1,
thus ln0

= 1; there are N routers ni connected with n0 at
level-2 and device mi connected to the router ni are at level-3
and so forth. The end-devices are the child devices at the last
level of the network. We denote the child device set of router
ni as chni , and the number of the devices in chni is Mni .

A. IEEE 802.15.4 Duty Cycle Control

The duty cycle is applied in IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-enabled
mode to increase energy efficiency. The duration between two
consecutive beacons is called Beacon Interval (BI), while the
duration of an active period is called Superframe Duration
(SD). Specifically,

BI = aBaseSuperFrameDuration× 2BO, (1)
SD = aBaseSuperFrameDuration× 2SO, (2)

where Beacon Order (BO) and Superframe Order (SO) are
two integers ranging from 0 to 14 (0 ≤ SO ≤ BO ≤ 14), and
aBaseSuperFrameDuration = 15.36ms at 2.4 GHz with
250 kbps data rate. Duty cycle, the ratio of the active portion
over each time period BI , is equals to SD/BI = 2SO−BO.

In IEEE 802.15.4 (2011) [18] multi-hop transmission, each
gateway/router divides its BI into two superframes, called

incoming superframe and outgoing superframe . The router ni
receives the beacon from its M2M gateway in the incoming
superframe, and transmits its beacon to its child devices in
the outgoing superframe. While the incoming superframe duty
cycle is decided by the parent router of the device and enclosed
in the received beacon, each M2M gateway/router can control
its outgoing superframe duty cycle (refered as duty cycle in
this paper). To simplify the synchronisation, we assume all
routers have same BO. Thus, the duty cycle control of device
ni is achieved by setting its outgoing SO.

B. Queue and Traffic Models

We assume all generated packets are available at the
beginning of each time period. All the packets are forwarded to
the M2M gateway n0 for uplink transmission and qmaxni

is the
maximum queue length of device ni. The new arrived packets
will be dropped if the queue length of the device reaches its
maximum. The change of queue length of device ni over time
is given as

qk+1
ni

= min

(
[qkni

+ rkni
− fkni

+ gkni
]+, qmaxni

)
, (3)

where 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1, [·]+ = max(0, ·), gkni
is the number

of packets being generated by device ni in time period k;
fkni

is the number of packet transmitted by device ni in time
period k; and rkni

is the number of packets received by device
ni in time period k. We assume each child device generates
and sends independent Poisson distributed number of packets
within the active period of each BI , which means fkni

and gkni

are independent random variables.

C. Channel Model
We assume a dual-slope model of path loss with distance,

Nakagami frequency-flat small-scale fading, and lognormal
shadowing based on [19]. The overall channel propagation loss
is expressed as

Lc,dB =L0,dB +Xs,dB +Xf,dB (4)

+

{
10n0 log(d) d ≤ d1
10n0 log(d1) + 10n1 log( dd1 ) d > d1

.

where Xf,dB = 10 log(Xf ) and Xf is a unit-mean gamma-
distributed random variable with variance 1/m (where m is the
Nakagami fading parameter), Xs,dB is a zero mean Gaussian
random variable with standard deviation σs, d is the distance
between the sender and receiver, and all logarithms are base 10.
We assume that the fading and shadowing are constant during
each time period. The condition for the successful transmission
is that the received signal power P krec,ni

is above the sensitivity
threshold P ksens,ni

of the device. We denote the successful
transmission probability of device ni at time period k as

φkni,mi
=

{
1 P krec,ni

≥ P ksens,ni

0 P krec,ni
< P ksens,ni

(5)

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we formulate the duty cycle control as a DP
inventory control problem [20] to minimise the total expected
joint-cost of energy consumption and end-to-end delay. We
enable the ACK transmission to increase the reliability of
transmission.
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To ensure the costs of energy consumption and end-to-end
delay are additive with same unit, we define the transmitting
energy cost Et(fkni

), receiving energy cost Er(rkni
), idle lis-

tening energy cost El(rkni
), and end-to-end delay cost D(rkni

)
of the device ni in terms of number of packets. As the energy
consumption of ACK packets transmission exists only when
the router receives packets. Thus a fixed ACK transmission
energy cost A is introduced along with the receiving energy
consumption. The specific definition of each cost is given as:

Er(r
k
ni

) =

A+ cr ·
rkni

qmax
ni
·lni

if rkni
> 0,

0 if rkni
= 0.

(6)

Ef (fkni
) = cf ·

fkni

qmaxni
· lni

, (7)

El(q
k
ni

) = cl ·
[fkni
− gkni

− qkni
− rkni

]+

qmaxni
· lni

, (8)

D(qkni
) = cd ·

[qkni
+ rkni

+ gkni
− fkni

]+

qmaxni
· lni

, (9)

where A = cf ·Mni
; cf , cr, cl and cd are the cost coefficients

of transmitting, receiving, idle listening and delay, respectively.
Note that cr < cl, as if cr were greater than cl, it would never
be optimal to receive new packet at the last period and possibly
in earlier periods. Different device buffer size qmaxni

and level
of the device lni have also been integrated into the problem
formulation to differentiate routers and child devices.

We further introduce α and β to assign the weightings of
energy efficiency and end-to-end delay for different application
requirements. Generally, the weights of a cost function will be
normalised as one, i.e.,α+β = 1. Then, the expected weighted-
sum joint-cost function for device ni at time period k is

Jkni
= E

{
α

(
Ef (fkni

) + Er(r
k
ni

) + El(q
k
ni

)

)
+ βD(qkni

)

}
.

(10)

IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-enabled mode applies slotted
carrier-sense multiple access with slotted collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA) for frame transmission. We assume devices need
to perform two clear channel assessments (CCAs) before frame
transmission. The beacon transmission duration is Dbcn. For
each router, the total frame transmission duration is given
as PD = SD − Dbcn =

∑Mni
i=1 dDmi

e + dδ +DACKe,
where Dmi

is the frame transmission duration of child device
mi ∈ chni , δ and DACK are waiting time and transmission
duration of the ACK packet, respectively. Then the number
of packets that can be received by device ni at kth time
period is rkni

=
∑Mni
i=1 bη ·Dmi

/Dpc , where Dp is transmis-
sion duration per packet and η is the throughput limitation
coefficient [21], which shows impact of the backoff and
contention during CSMA/CA transmission. According to (2),
the relationship between the minimum SO and rkni

is given as

SO(rkni
) =

⌈
log2(

⌈
rkni

Dp

η

⌉
+ dδ +DACKe+ dDbcne)

⌉
.

(11)

Our objective is to find the optimal duty cycle control π∗ni

for each device ni, which minimise the overall expected joint-
cost. If we denote Φkni

as the set of child devices mi ∈ chni

with φkni,mi
= 1. then, the joint optimisation problem is:

Pni
: min

πni
∈D

E

{
K−1∑
k=0

φkni,mi
Jkni

}
(12)

s.t. mi ∈ Φkni

qKni
= 0,

rkni
≤ rmaxni

.

where D is valid duty cycle sets of device ni and rmaxni
is

the maximum number of packets device ni could receive.
According to (1) and (2), the range of D is restricted by the
maximum valid SO.

IV. DUTY CYCLE CONTROL FOR IEEE 802.15.4

In this section, we solve the problem Pni
by decomposing

it into a sequence of subproblems S(rkni
) by applying the DP

algorithm.

Based on (10), the cost-to-go functions U(qkni
) of S(rkni

)
is given as

U(qkni
) = min

πni
∈D

E
{
α

(
Er(r

k
ni

) + Ef (fkni
) + El(q

k
ni

)

)
+ βD(qkni

) + E{U(qk+1
ni

)}
}
. (13)

Then, the objective of each subproblem S(rkni
) is to

minimise the cost-to-go function U(qkni
) from time period K

back to time period k. Thus, the optimal solution to S(r0ni
) is

the solution to Pni
.

To reduce the number of notations in the equations, we
denote mk

ni
= qkni

+ rkni
and nkni

= fkni
− gkni

. If δ(0) = 0,
δ(rkni

) = 1 for rkni
> 0, based on (4) - (8), we have

U(qkni
) = min

πni
∈D

E
{
Aδ(rkni

) +W (mk
ni

)

}
−

αcr · qkni

qmaxni
· lni

,

(14)

where
W (mk

ni
) = αEf (fkni

) + αEr(r
k
ni

) + αcl ·
[nkni
−mk

ni
]
+

qmaxni
· lni

+ βcd ·
[mk

ni
− nkni

]
+

qmaxni
· lni

+ U([mk
ni
− nkni

]
+

). (15)

A. Optimal Duty Cycle

It is not trivial to solve S(rkni
) as function U(qkni

) is
not a convex function due to the limited buffer size of
devices. However, it has been proved by Scarf that an optimal
multi−period(s, S) solution exists, if U(qkni

) is A− convex
function [22].

Definition 1. The real-valued function f is an A − convex
function, if A ≥ 0, for all z ≥ 0, b > 0, f satisfies the A −
convexity property

A+ f(z + y) ≥ f(y) + z

(
f(y)− f(y − b)

b

)
. (16)

The difficult part of this problem is that the A −
convexity of W (mk

ni
) does not imply the A − convexity

of U([mk
ni
− nkni

]
+

), which is necessary to the recursive
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process of proving the A − convexity of W (mk
ni

) from the
A− convexity of W (mk+1

ni
).

To show the property between U([mk
ni
− nkni

]
+

) and
W (mk

ni
), we rewrite (12) as

W (mk
ni

) = (17)

α

(
Ef (fkni

) + Er(r
k
ni

)

)
+
βcd · [mk

ni
− nkni

]
+

qmaxni
· lni

+R(mk
ni

),

where R(mk
ni

) = αcl ·
[nk

ni
−mk

ni
]
+

qmax
ni
·lni

+ U([mk
ni
− nkni

]+). The

A − convexity of W (mk
ni

) holds if the A − convexity of
W (mk+1

ni
) implies A − convexity of R(mk

ni
). Now we will

give sufficient conditions to the A− convexity of the cost-to-
go function U(qkni

) and then derive the optimal solution.

Prosition 1. The cost-to-go function U(qkni
) is A − convex

function, if

1) W (mk
ni

) is an A− convex function.
2) R(mk

ni
) is an A− convex function.

Theorem 1. If the cost-to-go function U(qkni
) is A-convex, the

optimal duty cycle control is a multi-period policy: when the
queue length qkni

is smaller than the T kni
, SOkni

is set based
on (10), otherwise, SO equals to zero:

SOkni

∗
=

{
SO(rkni

∗
), if qkni

< T kni
,

0, if qkni
≥ T kni

,
(18)

where rkni

∗
is the optimal number of packets the device should

received at each time period.
Proof: The detailed proof is omitted due to the space

limitation. Please refer to [16] for related information.

B. Reinforcement Learning Based Control

The optimal duty cycle control can be found by running DP.
However, in many practical scenarios either the characteristics
of the packet arrival processes change over time, or it is not
possible for M2M gateways/routers to have reliable statistical
network information such as the current traffic, specific device
capability, application requirements and current channel con-
dition. In this section, we present the Q-learning procedure to
find the optimal duty cycle control.

In Q-learning, the device tries to learn the optimal policy
from its history of interaction with the environment. In other
words, the Q-learning does not require perfect information
of the problem as it will try to learn the optimal duty cycle
directly by updating the state-action value (Q-value) while in-
teracting with the network, thus it is also called model-free RL.
A history of the device is a sequence of state-action-cost set
{qkni

, rkni
, Jkni
}, which means that the device was in state qkni

and did action rkni
, which resulted in it receiving an immediate

cost Jkni
and being in state qk+1

ni
. For a given policy π, a Q-

value is the expected discounted cost when executing action
rkni

at state qkni
and then following policy π thereafter, and

it is defined as Qπ(qkni
, rkni

) = Jkni
+ δminQπ(qk+1

ni
, rk+1
ni

),
where δ is the discount factor. Then given the learning rate γ,

Algorithm 1 Q-Learning based Duty Cycle Control

Require: number of routers N , control time period K and
maximum iteration times T

1: for each ni ∈ N do
2: Initialise Q0(q0ni

, r0ni
) = 0

3: for t = 1→ T do
4: for k = 0→ K do
5: if rand < ε then
6: [Exploration step]:
7: select rkni

arbitrarily
8: else
9: [Exploration step]:

10: Qt(qkni
, rkni

) = Jkni
+ δminQt(qk+1

ni
, rk+1
ni

)
11: rkni

← arg minQt(qkni
, rkni

)
12: end if
13: Set SOkni

according to (11)
14: end for
15: Update Q(qkni

, rkni
) according to (19)

16: end for
17: end for

the device will update its estimate for Q(qkni
, rkni

) at iteration
t (0 < t < T ) as

Qt(qkni
, rkni

) = Qt−1(qkni
, rkni

) (19)

+ γ

{
Jkni

+ minQt(qkni
, rkni

)−Qt−1(qkni
, rkni

)

}
.

The learning rate γ ∈ (0, 1] specifies how far the current
estimate Q(qk−1ni

, rk−1ni
) is adjusted toward the update target

Jkni
+ minQ(qkni

, rkni
). The learning rate is typically time

varying, decreasing with time. Separate learning rates may
be used for each state-action pair. The expression inside the
curly bracket in (19) is the temporal difference, which is
the difference between the estimates of Q∗(qkni

, rkni
) at two

successive time period, k + 1 and k.

Finding a balance between exploitation of the device’s cur-
rent knowledge, and exploration, information-gathering actions
taken to improve current knowledge is crucial to the efficiency
of Q-learning algorithm. One of the conditions the sequence
Q(qkni

, rkni
) provably converges to Q∗(qkni

, rkni
) is that the

device keeps trying all actions in all states with nonzero
probability. This means that the device must sometime explore,
i.e., perform other actions than dictated by the current policy.
As shown in Algorithm 1, we apply ε-greedy, a variation
on normal greedy selection in our proposed Q-learning duty
cycle control. In ε-greedy, the device identifies the best move
according to the state-action values. However, there is a small
probability ε that, rather than take the best action, the device
will arbitrarily select an action from the remaining actions to
perform the exploration.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, the performance of proposed Q-learning
based duty cycle control is evaluated in a two hop cluster-
tree network with Matlab. Simulation parameters are given in
TABLE I. We applied ON/OFF traffic model in the simulation.
When the device is active (ON), the distribution of the traffic
generation follows Poisson distribution. When the device is
inactive (OFF), it is idle and does not generates any packets.
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Fig. 2: Energy efficiency versus packet arrival rate.
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Fig. 3: End-to-end delay versus packet arrival rate.

Energy consumption parameters are based on CC2420 data
sheet [23] and MAC layer parameters are based on IEEE
802.15.4. BI is 0.49s (BO = 5), and the service rate fkni

follows poisson distribution and the number of observation
time periods K is 100. The results are the averaged values
of 1000 runs of the device ni. Packets are dropped only
when the queue length of the device reaches its buffer size
qkni
−fkni

+rkni
> qmaxni

. The maximum queue length of routers
is 50 packets and that of the child devices is 20 packets.

The performance of proposed Q-learning based control is
compared with a benchmark control, DP optimal and DE-
DutyCon [16]. Specifically, the benchmark control aims at
minimising the end-to-end delay by maximising the number
of transmitted packets at each time period, thus we set a
fixed SO equals to 3, which is sufficient large to transmit
all generated packets. The DP optimal control processes DP
exhausted search for entire observed time periods to find the
optimal duty cycle. DE-DutyCon, a rollout algorithm based
control which searches the minimum cost of current time
period and estimates future costs based on a heuristic control.

TABLE I: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value Parameter Value
frequency 2.4 GHz α 0.2
data rate 250kbps β 0.4

transmit power 36.5 mw packet size 100 bytes
receive power 41.4 mw CCA size 8 symbols

idle listen power 41.4 mw ACK packet size 10 symbols
sleep power 0.042 mw unit backoff period 20 symbols
learning rate 0.9 discount factor 0.5
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Fig. 4: Cost function value versus packet arrival rate.
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Fig. 5: Packet drop ratio versus packet arrival rate.

The energy efficiency is shown in Fig. 2. Since SO can
only be integer, the change of active period length is radical.
The idle listening energy consumption caused by the change of
SO lead to the non monopoly change of the energy efficiency
curves of Q-learning and benchmark control between 30-50
kbps. The energy efficiency curves of benchmark control, DP
optimal control and DE-DutyCon are flat after the packet
arrival rate is higher than 60 kbps, as SO values became stable.

Fig. 3 shows the end-to-end delay performance of the
observed controls. The proposed Q-learning based duty cycle
control has the lowest end-to-end delay compared to other
controls. The change of the end-to-end curve of DP optimal
control between 50-80 kbps is because with the increased SO
due to more packets were able to be transmitted.

It is observed from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 that the increase
of energy efficiency is always came with the increase of
end-to-end delay for all compared controls. This observation
illustrates the trade-off between energy efficiency and end-to-
end delay.

Fig. 4 shows the averaged joint-costs per BI of the eval-
uated control mechanisms. The cost function value of the Q-
learning based control is very close to that of the benchmark
control, but higher than that of the optimal control and DE-
DutyCon. This is because the learning process of Q-learning
based control will gradually approaching the optimal solution,
thus the average joint-cost will be higher.

The performance of overall two-hop packet drop ratio is
shown in Fig. 5. Although the packet drop is not considered
in the joint-cost function, Q-learning based control is able to
reduce the packet drop ratio by interacting with the network.
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Fig. 6: Instant cost over time.

The Q-learning based control has lower packet drop ratio
compared to the DP optimal and DE-DutyCon. In addition,
the packet drop ratio of Q-learning based control only started
to increase when the packet arrival rate is higher than 30kbps,
while optimal control and DE-DutyCon started around 20kbps.

It is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 that Q-learning based
control reduced the packet drop ratio compared to other
controls but increased the joint-cost value. This observation
illustrates that there is a trade-off between the joint-cost and
packet drop ratio.

Furthermore, Fig.6 shows how the joint-costs of the com-
pared control mechanism evolved over time, taking the packet
arrival rate of 100bps as example. Due to the learning process,
Q-learning based control took about 10 BIs to become stable,
while other controls took less than 5 BIs. However, it can be
seen that once the Q-learning reached its stable state, the cost
value has much lower variance compared to other controls.

In summary, the proposed Q-leaning based duty cycle
control achieved higher energy efficiency, similar end-to-end
delay and packet drop ratio compare to the benchmark control.
When compared to the DP optimal and DE-DutyCon, the
proposed Q-leaning based control strikes a balance between
optimality and algorithm stability.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we formulated a duty cycle control problem
for multi-hop IEEE 802.15.4 M2M networks. Based on the
mathematical analysis, we developed a Q-learning based duty
cycle control for M2M gateways/routers to learn the optimal
duty cycle control. Trade-offs between different performance
indicators have been investigated, in particular i) energy effi-
ciency and end-to-end delay, ii) cost and packet drop ratio, and
iii) algorithm stability and optimality are analysed thoroughly
in simulation. Simulation results shown that the proposed Q-
learning based duty cycle control achieved the best balance
between optimality and stability, compared with the optimal
and the existing IEEE 802.15.4 duty cycle controls.
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